
1 Debugging Prolog

1.1 trace and spy

We have talked about some ideas for how to debug Prolog programs in the past, including trace and spy,
but I want to just show the real advantages to using spy over trace again. This will really help you debug
your assignments.

| ?- [lex,tinypl].

| ?- parse(small).

yes

| ?- trace.

% The debugger will first creep -- showing everything (trace)

yes

% trace

| ?- parse(small).

1 1 Call: parse(small) ?

2 2 Call: open(small,read,_732) ?

2 2 Exit: open(small,read,’$stream’(47502738764464)) ?

3 2 Call: lex(’$stream’(47502738764464),_1341) ?

4 3 Call: get_chars(’$stream’(47502738764464),_1619) ?

5 4 Call: get_code(’$stream’(47502738764464),_1897) ?

5 4 Exit: get_code(’$stream’(47502738764464),123) ?

etc....

% Execution aborted

| ?- notrace.

% The debugger is switched off

yes

| ?-

Prolog interruption (h for help)? a

% Execution aborted

| ?- spy program/2.

% The debugger will first zip -- showing spypoints (zip)

% Plain spypoint for user:program/2 added, BID=1

yes

% zip

| ?- parse(small).

+ 1 1 Call: program([’{’,id(x),=,num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],[]) ?

2 2 Call: cmpdstmt([’{’,id(x),=,num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],_954) ?

3 3 Call: stmts([id(x),=,num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],_1232) ?

4 4 Call: stmt([id(x),=,num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],_1510) ?

5 5 Call: assign([id(x),=,num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],_1788) ?

6 6 Call: expr([num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],_1788) ?

etc...

| ?- nospy program/2.

% Plain spypoint for user:program/2, BID=1, removed (last)

yes

% zip

| ?- spy expr/2.

% Plain spypoint for user:expr/2 added, BID=1

yes

% zip
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| ?- parse(small).

+ 1 1 Call: expr([num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],_616) ?

2 2 Call: term([num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],_954) ?

3 3 Call: factor([num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],_1232) ?

? 3 3 Exit: factor([num(10),*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’],[*,num(20),;,’}’,’.’]) ?

etc...

1.2 Singleton Variables

One of the most helpful things the Prolog loader tells us on loading a file is warnings about singleton variables.
This means you’ve used a variable somewhere only once. This can happen for two reasons:

1. You put a variable in a rule where you didn’t need one (and should have instead used an underscore),
or

2. You have a typographical error.

Consider the following:

mymember(X, [X|_]).

mymember(X, [Y|T]) :- mymember(X, T).

and

mymember(X, [X|_]).

mymember(X, [_|Y]) :- mymember(X, T).

The first of these has an extra variable, Y, where it’s not needed. It still works fine, but should be an
underscore. The second has a typographical error where T was substituted for Y. You can tell this kind
of error generally by getting errors about 2 singleton variables in a rule. The first of these works fine, the
second one always evaluates to true.

2 Infix Operators

We’ve noticed looking at Prolog parsers before that the output looks a lot like the input... What’s the
difference though? As we’ve discussed before, Prolog’s infix operators can also act as infix constructors when
used in unification. We can use this in unification to ensure we are getting what we want from Prolog.

| ?- X is 10*20+30*40.

X = 1400 ?

yes

| ?- X = 10*20+30*40.

X = 10*20+30*40 ?

yes

| ?- X+Y = 10*20+30*40.

X = 10*20,

Y = 30*40 ?

yes

There are a bunch of these operators - for example ;, -->, and = are all operators as well. This can be
very helpful to you in the project, for example:
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| ?- (P; Q; R) = (X=10; Y=20; Z=30).

P = (X=10),

Q = (Y=20),

R = (Z=30) ?

yes

You should try (P; Q) = (X=10; Y=20; Z=30) to see what happens!
The same kind of thing holds for other operators. If you look at the top of the parse file, you’ll see other

ops are defined here as well, so you can define your own! The format for defining your own is:

:- op(P, T, O).

Where P is a precedence 0 ≤ P ≤ 1000, with higher numbers meaning less precedence. T is the type, for
example xfx is infix non-associative, and yfx is infix left-associative. O is the operator.

3 Parsing

Some of you may still be having issues with the parsing part of the assignment.
Start with a grammar that just contains:

program ::= assign

assign ::= var = expr

Slowly scale up, verifying your parse trees are working as you expect them to at each step. Next support
multiple statements, keeping in mind the Prolog operators. Then add ifthenelse and while back to the
grammar. Once you’ve got a parser that is fully working, move on to the next section.

4 Weakest Preconditions

As we know, weakest preconditions are the least restrictive preconditions which guarantee the validity of
a given postcondition. We’re calculating these in this assignment by deriving these weakest preconditions
given the parse tree and a postcondition. These can be written many different ways, but all the rules are
given in Sebesta starting on page 151. They’re also on Wikipedia and various other sources. You just need
to translate these rules into Prolog.

Lets look at the rule we’re given first, ifthenelse:

For the general form: if B then S1 else S2

{Pre and B} S1 {Post}, {not(B) and Pre} S2 {Post}
{Pre} if B then S1 else S2 {Post}

In prolog, we convert this to (with slightly different notation than the assignments version!):

wp((B --> TR) and (not(B) --> TF), if(B, S1, S2), Post) :-

wp(TR, S1, Post),

wp(TF, S2, Post).

Lets look at a couple more of these mathematically:
Assignment:
Pre = Post[X← E]

{Pre} X = E {Post}

So we need to substitute instances of X for E. When doing this in Prolog, pay special attention to the
subst\4 predicate. This predicate takes 4 arguments, subst(W, X, Y, Z) where W is the input parse, X is
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the variable to be replaces, Y is what will replace it, and Z is the output.

Sequence:
{P1} S1 {P2}, {P2} S2 {P3}

{P1} S1; S2 {P3}

So in building this part of the assignment, start again with the wp rule for assignment and make sure
that’s working. Keep building up again to have statement sequences, then ifthenelse (note you also need
ifthen!) and the while loop. The while loop wp specification is in the book just as the above were, but keep
in mind you’ll have to read from the console the loop invariant and use the theorem rule given in the prove
file. You should keep using the spy operation to make sure you’re getting right answers!
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